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Human Physiology as a Basis for Designing and Evaluating
Affective Communication with Life-Like Characters

Helmut PRENDINGER†a), Nonmember and Mitsuru ISHIZUKA††, Member

SUMMARY This paper highlights some of our recent research efforts
in designing and evaluating life-like characters that are capable of entertain-
ing affective and social communication with human users. The key novelty
of our approach is the use of human physiological information: first, as a
method to evaluate the effect of life-like character behavior on a moment-
to-moment basis, and second, as an input modality for a new generation of
interface agents that we call ‘physiologically perceptive’ life-like charac-
ters. By exploiting the stream of primarily involuntary human responses,
such as autonomic nervous system activity or eye movements, those char-
acters are expected to respond to users’ affective and social needs in a truly
sensitive, and hence effective, friendly, and beneficial way.
key words: interface agents, affective communication, markup languages,
evaluation, bio-signal, eye tracking

1. Introduction and Overview

Life-like characters, or animated interface agents, have at-
tracted considerable interest and attention in recent years,
mainly for their ability to emulate human–human commu-
nication styles that are expected to improve the intuitiveness
and effectiveness of human–computer interfaces. Follow-
ing this user interface paradigm, a considerable number of
animated agent (or character) based systems has been de-
veloped, ranging from information presentation and online
sales to personal assistance, entertainment, and tutoring [1]–
[3].

While significant progress has been made in individ-
ual aspects of the ‘life-likeness’ of animated agents, such
as their graphical appearance or quality of synthetic voice,
research on methods to change entertaining and visually at-
tractive characters into veritable empathic interaction part-
ners is still in its infancy.

The type of affective interaction between humans and
characters we envision calls for interface agents that unob-
trusively recognize a user’s affective state and respond to
the user in a sensitive and appropriate manner. This goal in-
volves research challenges on multiple aspects of the affec-
tive interaction loop. First of all, life-like characters should
be endowed with psychologically adequate models of emo-
tion and social (or socially intelligent) behavior. On the
practical side, technologies for easy and intuitive control of
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affective character behavior should be provided. Moreover,
successful affective interaction should have a quantifiable
effect on users’ affective and attentional state. Finally, char-
acters should be capable of responding to users’ affective
state or focus of attention in real-time, whenever an emotion
is elicited or the focus of attention has changed.

In the remainder of this section, our approach to imple-
menting affective communication with life-like characters as
well as related research efforts will be described more thor-
oughly. In the rest of the paper, we will present some of our
recent systems and empirical results that aim at advancing
the science of affective interaction with life-like characters.

1.1 Scripting and Modeling Emotion-Based Life-Like
Characters

Two core objectives related to designing for affective com-
munication with life-like characters are (i) to develop script-
ing languages that allow for easy control of the (affective)
behavior of synthetic agents; and (ii) to increase the be-
lievability of those agents by providing them with affective
functions such as emotion, personality, and social intelli-
gence.

In our work, the first objective was achieved by de-
signing a XML-compliant language, the Multi-modal Pre-
sentation Markup Language (MPML), which offers easy-to-
use tagging structures for the coordination of the verbal and
non-verbal behavior of one or multiple characters, affective
display, and integration into a web-based environment [4].
Given our practical approach, we largely side-stepped is-
sues of sophisticated animation, and mostly used the Mi-
crosoft Agent package as our animation engine [5] (but see
also [6]). This package provides high-level controls to an-
imate affective behavior of 2D cartoon-style characters, a
text-to-speech engine, and a voice recognizer. Other ex-
isting scripting languages put a different focus and usually
cover a range of different ‘abstraction levels’ in a single
language. The Character Markup Language (CML) allows
specifying high-level concepts such as the emotion “happy”
as well as low-level behaviors like “blinking” [7]. The Vir-
tual Human Markup Language (VHML) comprises tags for
facial and body animation, speech, gesture, and even dia-
logues [8]. Scripting languages also differ in their empha-
sis on a particular competence envisioned for the charac-
ter. The Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit (BEAT)
provides sophisticated synchronization of synthetic speech
and non-verbal behavior by parsing textual input [9] and the
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Affective Presentation Markup Language (APML) targets
communicative functions. While those approaches permit
a more fine-grained control of life-like character animation,
they often defeat our goal of creating a character markup
language that can be used easily by average users rather than
animation experts.

The second objective was met by basing character be-
havior on psychological models of emotion and personal-
ity, as well as findings from socio-psychological studies.
We developed the Scripting Emotion-based Agent Minds
(SCREAM) system, a mechanism that allows one to de-
sign characters that autonomously generate emotionally and
socially appropriate behaviors depending on their mental
make-up [10]. In SCREAM, a character’s mental state is
determined by its goals, beliefs, attitudes, affect-related fea-
tures of the interlocutor’s behavior, and parameters peculiar
to the social interaction context. Our system is thus similar
to the Em architecture [11] or the Affective Reasoner [12].

1.2 Physiology-Based Evaluation Methods for Life-Like
Characters

A feature common to most evaluations of life-like charac-
ters is that they are based on questionnaires and focus on
the user’s experience with the systems hosting them, includ-
ing questions about their believability, likeability, engag-
ingness, utility, and ability to attract attention [13]. How-
ever, as pointed out in [14], the broad variety of realizations
of life-like characters and interaction scenarios complicates
their comparison, and presumably of more importance, sub-
tle aspects of the interaction, such as whether users follow
human–human social interaction protocols when communi-
cating with the character or not, cannot be deduced reliably
from self-reports [15].

We therefore propose a different approach to evaluat-
ing life-like characters – one that is based on human phys-
iology. First, human electrodermal and cardiovascular re-
sponses are tracked during the interaction between users and
life-like characters. There is a huge body of evidence that
physiological signals (or bio-signals) such as skin conduc-
tance, muscle tension, and heart rate provide important in-
formation regarding the intensity and quality of a person’s
experience, and can thus be used to infer a user’s emotion or
affective state [16], [17]. This quality of human–computer
interaction is essential since extreme cognitive and affective
states, e.g. too high or too low arousal, or cognitive load,
can hamper a user’s information processing capability [18].
Employing bio-signals allows us to find answers to ques-
tions such as:

• Does the interaction with a character produce a state of
relaxed happiness or stress in the user?
• Which particular character behaviors cause (or allevi-

ate) stress or frustration in the user?

Physiological variables are useful to gain insight into short-
term changes of the user’s affective state when interacting
with life-like characters that might be hard to measure by

other means, e.g. post-experiment questionnaires [19].
Second, eye movements of users interacting with a

character-based interface are analyzed. Although gaze point
and focus of attention are not necessarily always identical,
eye movement data provide rich evidence of the user’s visual
and (overt) attentional processes [20]. Hence, eye move-
ment information can be used to answer questions such as:

• Can the character’s verbal or gestural behavior direct
the user’s focus of attention?
• Does the user adhere to gaze interaction patterns

known from human–human communication?

Eye movement data can offer valuable information for as-
sessing the utility and usability of interfaces employing life-
like characters. The tracking of eye movements lends itself
to reliably capturing the moment-to-moment experience of
users interacting with characters.

1.3 Physiologically Perceptive Life-Like Characters

In the previous section, the analysis of bio-signals and eye
movements has been suggested for a diagnostic purpose,
in particular to evaluate the utility of character-based in-
terfaces. An exciting complementary role for physiological
user data is its interactive use in order to increase the band-
width of affective information from user to computer.

‘Physiologically perceptive life-like characters’ refers
to a new generation of interface agents that can be charac-
terized by two features:

• Characters that recognize the user’s affective state by
analyzing bio-signals;
• Characters that are aware of the user’s focus of atten-

tion by processing eye movements.

Unlike input modalities that can be easily regulated by hu-
mans, such as facial expressions or speech, physiological
information is (mostly) involuntary and hence allows us to
obtain a more reliable assessment of the user’s cognitive and
affective state.

Surprisingly little work exists that exploits bio-signal
information as an input modality. A notable exception is
the upcoming field of ‘affective gaming’, which refers to
research on the evocation and detection of emotion dur-
ing game play [21]. Most prominently, the “Relax-to-Win”
game is a competitive two player racing game where a
player’s level of arousal, derived from the player’s skin con-
ductance, determines the speed of a dragon figure [22]. The
more the player relaxes, the faster the dragon will move,
and thus win the race. The “Mind Balance” game uses
brain waves (Visually Evoked Potentials) in order to assist a
graphical tightrope walker to keep its balance [23]. Steven-
son [21] uses pupil dilation (with co-recorded electrodermal
activity) to measure player arousal during game play.

In our work, we process users’ skin conductance, heart
rate, and electromyography in real-time to select an appro-
priate empathic character response [24], [25]. Bio-signal in-
formation has also been used to resolve ambiguous dialogue
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acts [26].
Eye movements, on the other hand, received consider-

able attention in the human–computer interaction research
community. Often, eye movements are investigated as a
novel interaction technique, in order to facilitate (interface)
object selection, moving of an object (a variation of the
‘drag-and-drop’ operation) and scrolling of text [27]. Eye-
based interaction also plays a key role in visual attentive
interfaces [28]. In the realm of life-like character based sys-
tems, [29] consider a user’s focus of attention (among oth-
ers) to decide an appropriate response for an educational
software, and [30] investigate attentional focus (among oth-
ers) for a direction-giving task.

2. Scripting and Modeling Characters with
Affective Behavior

This section describes our approach to controlling the
‘body’ and the ‘mind’ of affective life-like characters.

MPML (Multi-modal Presentation Markup Language)
is a language for coordinating affective behavior of life-like
characters, specifically designed for non-expert content au-
thors [4]. MPML is a markup language compliant with stan-
dard XML and hence allows for scripting in a style that is
familiar to a broad audience (assuming some background
with HTML scripting). MPML is a language designed with
the aim of scripting character-based presentations that can
be viewed primarily in a web browser (see Fig. 1), but also
on cellular phones. In order to facilitate the generation of
different types of presentations, in particular interactive pre-
sentations, MPML provides tagging structures that enable
authors to accept various types of input from the user, such
as speech or menu selection. Finally, MPML supports the
generation of multi-modal presentations, i.e. presentations
utilizing multiple mechanisms to encode the information to
be conveyed, including 2D/3D graphics, audio, and video.
Our particular focus has been on modalities specific to hu-
manoid characters; besides affective speech, characters may
communicate information by using modalities such as facial
displays in order to express emotions, hand gestures includ-
ing pointing and propositional gestures, head movements,
and body posture.

A task complementary to scripting the embodiment of
a character is to author the character’s mental state and emo-
tional reaction to its environment. We have developed a
system called SCREAM (SCRipting Emotion-based Agent
Minds) that facilitates scripting a character’s affect-related
processing capabilities [10]. The system allows to specify
a character’s mental make-up and to endow it with emotion
and personality that are considered to be key features for the
life-likeness of characters. A character’s mental state can be
scripted at many levels of detail (‘granularity levels’), from
driven purely by (personality) traits to having full aware-
ness of the social interaction situation, including character-
specific beliefs and beliefs attributed to others, e.g. the user.
The system is designed to generate believable affective char-
acter behavior as well as believable transitions between the

Fig. 1 The “Shima” character presents control technologies for life-like
characters in a web-based environment.

expression of emotional states. Hence, a character’s emo-
tional state will shift from a state of anger to joyfulness with
character-specific latency, rather than in an abrupt way as
often observed with emotional agents. Spanning a smooth
and natural ‘emotional arc’ of affective behavior is of chief
importance as the interaction with a character should be con-
vincing for an extended period of time.

The utility of the SCREAM system has been demon-
strated by implementing a virtual casino scenario where the
user plays the Black Jack game against an animated dealer
and receives suggestions from an animated advisor [10].
The advisor character responds to the user depending on
its affective state derived from its mental make-up and the
user’s game play. Due to sophisticated modulation of emo-
tion expression and attitude change, the advisor character
could achieve a high level of naturalness and believability in
its responses, as demonstrated e.g. at the First International
Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent
Systems (AAMAS 2002).

In the following, we will briefly describe the main
components of the SCREAM system: generation, regu-
lation, and expression of emotions, and the agent model
(for extensive discussion, see [10]). A core activity of
an emotion-based character is the appraisal process where
events are evaluated regarding their emotional significance
for the agent in terms of its beliefs, goals, and attitudes [31].
Generated emotion types include “joy”, “distress”, “happy
for”, “sorry for”, etc. (twenty-two in total), and have asso-
ciated intensities. Since more than one emotion type is typ-
ically triggered when the character interacts with its envi-
ronment, dedicated SCREAM modules determine the most
dominant emotion and handle the decay process of emo-
tions. The expression of emotions is governed by social and
cultural norms that have significant impact on the intensity
of their expression [32]. Therefore, we defined regulation
parameters and categorized them into ones that constitute a
social threat for the agent (social distance and social power),
and parameters that refer to the agent’s capability of (self-)
control (personality, interlocutor personality, and linguistic
style). An overall control value then determines the intensity
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of emotion expression.
The agent model subsumes static features including the

agent’s personality (agreeableness, extroversion), and dy-
namic features such as goals, attitudes, and social variables.
Of particular importance for believability is that the charac-
ter’s attitude changes as a result of social interaction. We
employed the ‘(signed) summary record’ model of dispo-
sitional (dis) liking [33], which stores the sign (positive or
negative) and intensity of emotions that were induced dur-
ing interaction. In effect, attitudes not only contribute to the
elicitation of emotions by deciding whether the agent has a
“sorry for” or “gloat” emotion – but induced emotions may
also change the agent’s affective state, in particular its atti-
tude and familiarity towards other agents.

3. Evaluating Affective Interactions with Life-Like
Characters

We now turn to two of our recent studies that apply
physiology-based methods to measure the effect of character
behavior on users. The first study tracks bio-signals with the
aim of evaluating the impact of an empathic character on the
users’ arousal and stress levels [34]. The second study an-
alyzes users’ eye movements to demonstrate the utility of
life-like characters as navigational guides in an e-commerce
setting [35].

3.1 The Impact of Empathic Character Response on
Users’ Level of Arousal

In the study, a life-like character acts as a quizmaster of a
mathematical game†. This application was chosen as a sim-
ple, and for the sake of the experiment, highly controllable,
instance of human–computer interaction. As skin conduc-
tance increases with a person’s overall level of arousal or
stress [18], the impact of empathic response was measured
by comparing the skin conductance readings of subjects that
received empathic feedback with the readings of subjects
that did not.

A quiz game was implemented where subjects are in-
structed to sum up five consecutively displayed numbers and
are then asked to subtract the i-th number of the sequence
(i ≤ 4). The quizmaster is a 2D cartoon-style animated
agent called “Shima” that was developed by [36] and is con-
trolled by MPML [4]. The Shima character is designed with
gestures of a typical Japanese professional and hence the
character’s actions are familiar to Japanese people and eas-
ily understood. For instance, one animation shows the agent
bowing, a gesture which Japanese people readily perceive as
a signal of the interlocutor’s apology (see Fig. 2).

Subjects compete for the best score in terms of correct
answers and time. They were told that they would interact
with a prototype interface that may still contain some bugs.
This warning was essential since in some quiz questions, a
delay was inserted before showing the 5th number. The de-
lay was assumed to induce frustration as the subjects’ goals
of giving the correct answer and achieving a fast score are

Fig. 2 Shima character: “I apologize that there was a delay in posing the
question.”

thwarted. In the version of the game using the empathic
agent, an apology as depicted in Fig. 2 was shown to sub-
jects, while in the non-affective version the occurrence of
the delay was simply ignored by the animated instructor.

In order to demonstrate the effect of the character’s em-
pathic behavior on the physiological state of subjects, we
have been interested in two specific segments: (i) the DE-
LAY segment refers to the period after which the character
suddenly stops activity while the question is not completed
until the moment when the agent continues with the ques-
tion; (ii) the RESPONSE-TO-DELAY segment refers to the
period when the character expresses empathy concerning the
delay, or ignores the occurrence of the delay, which follows
the character’s response to the subject’s answer (regarding
its correctness). The main results of the study are as fol-
lows:

• If a character shows empathy to a deliberately frus-
trated user (RESPONSE-TO-DELAY period), then the
user’s skin conductance is significantly lower than
when the character does not display empathy, as com-
pared to the period of induced frustration (the DELAY
period).
• A character with affective behavior has a positive effect

on users’ perception of task difficulty, i.e. users per-
ceive the game as less difficult.

If the level of skin conductance is interpreted as the
user’s level of stress or frustration, the result indicates that
empathic feedback may undo some of the user’s negative
emotions. On the other hand, affective behavior could not be
shown to have an impact on users’ performance in playing
the quiz game, an outcome that is in line with comparable
research [14].

†This section builds on collaborative work with Junichiro Mori
from the University of Tokyo.
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Fig. 3 Effect of deictic reference on eye movement. Underlining indicates the time period a user
spends for attending to the respective interface object. (The abbreviation“sp” refers to the small picture
to the top-right.)

3.2 The Effect of a Character’s Deictic Gestures on Users’
Focus of Attention

For the eye tracking study, a presentation of an apartment
located in Tokyo has been prepared using a web page based
interface†. Views of each room of the apartment are shown
during the presentation, including pictures of some parts of
the room and close-up pictures. Three versions of the apart-
ment show have been designed: (i) Agent (& Speech) ver-
sion: the Shima character presents the apartment using syn-
thetic speech and deictic facial and hand gestures; (ii) Text
(& Speech) version: the presentation content of each scene
is displayed by a text box and read out by Microsoft Reader;
(iii) Voice (only) version: speech is the only medium used
to comment on the apartment. The same type and speed of
(synthetic) voice was used in all versions.

For data analysis, the recorded video data of a presen-
tation were first divided into individual scenes. A scene is
a presentation unit where a referring entity (agent, text box,
or voice) describes a reference object (an item of the apart-
ment). For each scene, the following screen area categories
were defined: (i) a (visible) referring entity: the agent or the
text box (the agent area is further subdivided into face and
body areas); (ii) the reference object: the object currently
described; (iii) the apartment layout area (a designated, per-
manent reference object); (iv) other screen areas.

Results were distilled from applying both spatial (cu-
mulative) and spatio-temporal analysis methods [35]. Spa-
tial analysis counts the gaze points that fall within certain
screen areas and hypothesizes users’ attentional focus. Our

findings of the cumulative analysis include e.g. that users
are looking mostly at the character’s face, indicating users
interact socially with agents. While a spatial analysis can
indicate where attention is spent, it cannot reveal how users
traverse the interface when watching a presentation. In order
to address those more complex aspects of character-based
interfaces, we also performed a spatio-temporal analysis.

In Fig. 3, the referring entity (agent, text box, voice) is
intended to direct the user’s attention to the map area that
depicts the bedroom. It is important to notice that the word
“bedroom” in the sentence is ambiguous with regard to its
reference object: “bedroom” might refer to either the spec-
ified area in the map to the left or to the picture of the bed-
room to the right. In the Agent version only, subjects mostly
direct their attention to the intended reference object, the
map. Although subjects in the Voice version eventually at-
tend to the map, subjects in the Agent version (mostly) do
so from the beginning. This kind of user behavior is seem-
ingly effected by the agent performing a deictic gesture (to
its right) shortly before starting the utterance. In the Text
version, subjects resolve the reference object only with con-
siderable latency.

Our findings also shed new light on auditory language
processing, claiming that people who simultaneously listen
to speech and are shown a visual object featuring elements
that are semantically related to the spoken information, tend
to focus on the elements that are most closely related to the
meaning of the currently heard spoken language [37]. We
observed that auditory language processing has less latency

†The study described in this section has been conducted jointly
with Chunling Ma from the University of Tokyo.
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when accompanied by according deictic gestures. Our ob-
servations also advance the discussion about the believabil-
ity of life-like characters in that they contribute quantifiable
evidence on the character’s ability to direct the user’s focus
of attention to objects of interest.

4. Affective Interaction with Physiologically Perceptive
Life-Like Characters

This section reports on our first experiences with physiolog-
ically perceptive characters. Currently, only bio-signals are
considered as an input modality.

4.1 An Empathic Companion

In the virtual job interview scenario, one character takes
the role of a (virtual) interviewer, whereas a second char-
acter, the Empathic Companion, offers the user (as inter-
viewee) companionship during the interview [24]. The Em-
pathic Companion character assesses the user’s emotion dur-
ing the questioning and provides (positive) empathic feed-
back, if the user is detected to be a negative affective state.
Emotion recognition is based on the two-dimensional model
of [38], which claims that all emotions can be character-
ized in terms of judged valence (positive or negative) and
arousal (calm or aroused). As skin conductance increases
with a person’s level of overall arousal, and electromyo-
graphy correlates with negatively valenced emotions [18],
named emotions can be identified in the arousal–valence
space proposed by [38]. E.g. the “frustrated” emotion is
located in the ‘arousal=medium-high’&‘valence=negative’
segment. Those values are used by a decision network that
outputs an appropriate response for the Empathic Compan-
ion. If the user’s emotion is recognized as frustrated, the
character will show empathy, e.g. by saying “I am sorry that
you seem to feel bad about this question”. Else, if the char-
acter detects that the user is aroused without experiencing a
negative emotion (and gave a satisfying answer to the inter-
viewer), the character will congratulate the user.

Besides exploiting bio-signal information to provide
appropriate character responses, we also performed an ex-
ploratory study to assess the impact of the Empathic Com-
panion on the user. As a control condition a ‘non-empathic’
companion was used. The results demonstrate that in the
empathic condition, users show significantly lower arousal
(stress) levels while being questioned by the interviewer
character [24].

4.2 Affective Gaming

We recently conducted a follow-up study that measures user
emotion (derived from skin conductance and electromyo-
graphy) in an interactive cards game where the user plays
the “Skip-Bo” against a virtual opponent [25]. Here, users’
physiological responses can be more directly attributed to
the affective behavior of the character, since the user inter-
acts with only one character (unlike the Empathic Compan-

ion system). The game partner is based on Max, a 3D char-
acter [39] that uses the emotion simulation system described
in [40]†. As Skip-Bo is a competitive game, the impact of
two types of empathy on the user could be implemented. In
the positive empathic version, the character displays happi-
ness if the user is detected to be in happy or relaxed affective
state. In the negative empathic version, on the other hand,
the character will display e.g. gloating joy if the user is rec-
ognized to be negatively aroused. In both cases, the char-
acter will also display self-centered emotions, such as being
happy about its own successful game move. As control con-
ditions, the character will either display only self-centered
emotions or no emotions at all. First results of this study
indicate that the absence of negative empathy is conceived
as stressful (derived from skin conductance) and irritating,
as it might also be experienced when playing against a hu-
man player. A complementary result is that negative em-
phatic behavior induces negatively valenced emotions (de-
rived from electromyography) in the user.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The paper describes our recent efforts towards the imple-
mentation of affective communication between human users
and life-like characters. Our primary goal is to design agents
that recognize physiological information in real-time, and
appropriately address users’ affective state and attentional
focus. In this paper, we presented key challenges in design-
ing a new generation of agents that we call physiologically
perceptive life-like characters. The challenges include the
control, mind design, evaluation, and novel perceptive capa-
bilities of life-like characters.

MPML is currently being extended to support authors
in the creation of more personalized, powerful, and flexible
presentation and interactive content. Specifically, we intend
to integrate concepts from virtual storytelling [41] and chat-
bot systems [42]. Its most recent version, MPML-HR, may
even control the Honda humanoid robot ASIMO [6].

Inspired by work on gaze behavior [30], a new system
architecture is being developed that tracks and analyzes both
bio-signals and eye movements, such that characters will be
capable of responding to the user’s focus of attention and
affective interest. Eye tracking technology will also allow
us to investigate users’ pupil dilation that has been shown
as an index for the affective states of “confusion” and “sur-
prise” [43]. Furthermore, we plan to combine multiple input
modalities in order to improve the reliability and robustness
of affect recognition [44]. Besides physiology, affect sens-
ing from text appears as a promising approach [45].

The salient feature of our approach to affective com-
munication with characters is that we use physiological in-
formation for both diagnostic and interactive roles. In its
diagnostic role, physiology provides us with moment-by-

†The following description is based on joint research with
Christian Becker from the University of Bielefeld, performed dur-
ing his stay as a JSPS Pre-Doctoral Fellow at the National Institute
of Informatics, Tokyo.
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moment information about a character’s effect on the user’s
affective and attentional state. Our empirical results enable
us to design more natural and effective characters. In its
interactive role, physiology allows to react to users in an
appropriate and sensitive way and thus create the illusion of
characters that are aware of users, emphasize with them, and
address their social and affective needs.

Eventually, we expect physiologically perceptive life-
like characters to be of chief importance and utility in e-
learning, product presentation, and edutainment applica-
tions and environments.
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